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Legend
Black lines = main dirt roads
Red lines = harder trails

Medical Emergencies & Rescues
- Chaos basecamp monitors CB channel 30.
- If you have a medical emergency or need rescue 
Chaos basecamp can be contacted at 
410-440-3670 and 540-931-4342 to coordinate 
medical personnel. Note that some cell carriers 
like AT&T have very poor reception in the park.
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Rock Gardens
- 101 Rock Garden  (Cat 1)
- 201 Rock Garden (Cat 2-3) line dependent
- Eckoh Rock Garden (Cat 1-3) line dependent
- Off-Camber Crawlers  (Cat 3) 
- Crawling by the numbers (Cat 3)
- Oregon Trail & Jugarocks (buggy)
- Foreplay (buggy)
- Buggy Rocks (buggy)
Sinkholes
- Glory Hole (Cat 1-2) line dependent
- Sinkhole (Cat 2-3) line dependent
Downhills
- Pica Pica (Cat 2)
- Slick When Wet (Cat 2)
- Tacky When Wacky (Cat 2)
- Pin Stripe (Cat 2)
- Lower Powerline to Camp (Closed when wet)  (Cat 2)
- AK's Downhill (Cat 3)
Mud: Titanic (seasonal)  (Cat 2)
Optional Routes
- Sport X (Hills) not shown on map but marked on trail.  
(Cat 2)
- OCC Trail (Cat 2 down, Cat 3 up)
- Tree Hugger (Cat 3)
- Sport Y (201 Rocks & AK's Downhill) not shown on map
but marked on trail.  (Cat 3) 

Chaos Trail & Obstacle Ratings
Cat 1 if any of the following applies:
- AT type tires and
- No lockers or
- Have limited wheeling experience or
- Want to take it easy or
- Not disconnecting front swaybar or
- Not willing to play on rocks
Cat 2 if the following applies:
- MT tires and
- Have at least one locker or
- Have wheeling experience at one of the following locations: The Cove (Big Dogs), 
Rausch Creek, or Red Cloud, or have taken 201 training and otherwise believe you 
and your vehicle are up to negotiating rocks, steep descents, and off-cambers.
Cat 3 if the following applies:
- At least 33" MT tires and
- Have two lockers and 
- Are very comfortable in rock gardens, downhills, and off-cambers 
Cat 4 - Buggies and dedicated trail rigs suitable for Rausch Creek reds or very hard 
Big Dogs trails.
Winches are optional but always a good idea to have.  Use discretion in wheeling on a
trail or obstacle that you are not familiar with. 
You are ultimately responsible for the safety of yourself, your passengers, and 
your vehicle. Leave a margin of safety when wheeling. When trails are wet or icy they 
become at least a grade harder.

Notes
- Guided course is marked with 
orange blazes fixed to trees.
- Sport X route is also orange 
blaze but has black letters "Sport 
X".
- Sport Y route is also orange 
blaze but has black letters "Sport 
Y".
- Not all Chaos trails are marked 
or named.
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